
Globlue's Mission 

At Globlue, our passion is Counter-Fraud and Criminal Analytics! Our mission is to partner with
and provide the right tools for our clients in the fight against fraud and crime through top-of-the-
line analytics technology, outstanding customer support, and first-class training. We achieve this
by consistently advancing our technology and solutions through continuous collaboration with
our clients, strategic partners, and industry experts to develop and implement new ideas and
techniques to level up in the fight against fraud.

Globlue is a global provider of advanced analytics for use in Law Enforcement, Commercial
Fraud Investigations, Counter Financial Crimes, Anti-Money Laundering, Intelligence and
Counter-Intelligence Operations, Converged Security, Cyber Intelligence, Insurance
Investigations, and Blockchain Solutions. Globlue is headquartered in Houston, Texas with
offices in Brazil, Angola, and Portugal.  ARKHOS Advanced Analytics for i2 Analyst's Notebook
can be tailored and adjusted to your team's needs and strategy as it grows and develops. 

Globlue Customer Support

Globlue provides continuous support for our global customers, including technical assistance
and software updates to enhance and expand our analytic solutions.  

Training is provided on i2 and ARKHOS to all users. An ARKHOS Analyst Academy 
subscription is available offering extended training for users ranging from 
essentials thru advanced skillsets. 

Email: Info@Globlue.com 
Website: www.Globlue.com 

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/globlue-technologies/
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❝The ARKHOS TLO i2 Connector represents a collaborative effort between Globlue and TransUnion.
Our objective was focused on what an Analyst would need in utilizing skip-tracing data within the
powerful i2 platform. We believe customers are going to appreciate this Connector and confirm that
we executed on our vision to create a tight integration.❞  Aaron Smith  VP, TransUnion Innovative
Solutions Group 

❝ARKHOS provides great insights on detecting and analyzing insurance fraud, by proactively
increasing the referral rates while reducing false positives.❞ Stephen Spinner, Auto Owners, Manager
SIU Analytics

❝ Globlue Technologies did exceptional work on deploying our mission critical National Security
Intelligence Center along with key intelligence technologies that enabled us to enhance our special
operations .❞ Special Agent P.S.

❝ ARKHOS has really helped us with some big cases recently. Many people here are extremely
impressed with what the link analysis tool has been able to do for us . ❞ SIU Analyst, Major Carrier SIU 

❝ The ARKHOS TLOxp i2 Connector has united the power of TLO and i2 Analyst’s Notebook into a
remarkable weapon in our fight against insurance fraud. In minutes thousands of entities can be
populated on an i2 chart, reconciled, merged with other data, and visually associated with suspicious
activities. ❞ Michael Krohn, GEICO, Former CHO Operational Analyst

❝ The Globlue team seamlessly integrated the ARKHOS product into our existing suite and has
provided hands-on trainings and demos to ensure the staff are informed and capable of using the
product (though it is pretty intuitive on its own). ❞ Patrick Rottas, MPAA, Intelligence Analyst 

❝ ARKHOS TLOxp i2 Connector is a great tool for charting TLO searches. ❞ Chere Delco, Houston
Police Department, Anti-Gang Division 

❝ As a professor, I know how difficult it can be to teach software programs, so I was impressed to see
how well our Globlue trainer understood how to convey the training content in an accessible manner.
In the future, Globlue will be the first company I think of when I have an interest in i2 solutions. ❞
Stephen Coulthart, PH.D., UTEP

11611 Spring-Cypress Road, Suite A
Tomball, Texas 77377
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